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In the Appeals Chamber Case No. IT-04-84-A 
Date: 19 February 2010 
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Before: 

Registrar: 

The Trial Chamber 

Judge Patrick Robinson, Presiding 
Judge Fausto Pocar 
Judge Liu Daqun 
Judge Andresia Vaz 
Judge Theodor Meron 

Mr. John Hocking 

Public Redaction Order 

The Prosecutor 
V. 

Ramush HARADINAJ 
IdrizBALAJ 

Lahi BRAHIMAJ 

Order to redact the public transcript 
and the public broadcast of a hearing 

ORDERS that the following blacked out text be omitted from the public transcript of the hearing dated, 28 October 
2009 and be edited from the public broadcast of this hearing. 
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the 2rosecution applied as they very shortly thraf~reds did for a further 
extension of their case they conceded that it was impossible fer the 
JudgAs to sit beyond 7.00 and it was impossible for tham to sit on the 
16th, And they sernL never made an application that the Trial Chamber 
should continue with a witness whose evidence would have taken -- it was 
listed to have taken three days pch it should have started and had any 
meaningful attempts to hear the witness's evidence at 7.00 in the 
evening, 

Leaving that and all reasons aeide, the co~plaint is in any evant 
completely he devoid oT substance because the Trial Chamber gave the 
Prosecution another opportunity to call the witness a few days later. In 
other words, the P~osecution made application on the 16th, the da 
following the aborted videolink, 

again 
Trial Chamber overruled Defence objections and ruled in favour of the 
Prosecution and arrangements were made for the videolink to proceed on 
the 26th of November. So to -- whatever the position may have been on 
the evening of the 15th is rather academicf given that a further 
opportunity was then granted to the Prosecution a few days later. 

But on the 23rd of November, that is, three days before the 
videolink was scheduled to take placa1 the Prosecution informed the 
Trial Chamber that this witness had been hospitalised on psychiatric 
grounds and would not be available to testify en the 26th. And the 
Prosecution said that the psyehiatrist ~as expected to re-asses~ his 
state within seven to ten days. 

Just pausing there for a moment. Wet re now three days befors the 
date listed for the videolink to take place. The witness is admitted to 
a psychiatric hospital. The indications are that his state will be 
re-assessed in seven to ten days, but leaving aside the psychiatric 
situation wear~ dealing with a witness who was not pr~pared to give 
evidence whether he was brought before a court or not. I'm not standing 
here in a position to challenge or coneede whether he was genuinely 
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The blacked out text, as identified by the passages prior and subsequent thereto and by the time references, is 
confidential. 
Any person or organization, including media organizations, which has possession of the public recording of all or 
the relevant portion of the proceeding containing the confidential information is hereby enjoined from disclosing it 
to any other person(s) or organization(s) as of the date and time this order is received. The failure to conform may 
result in contempt charges being issued by the Tribunal against the disclosing person or organization. 

Patrick Robinson 
Presiding Judge 




